
What can you actually do with Python and arcpy? 



 VBA going away 
 

 Open source 
 

 Easy to learn? 
 

 Growing popularity 



 
 Help is directed toward Python 

 
 Examples on nearly every page 

 
 Detailed documentation for 

properties and methods 



 
 Nearly everything in the Data Management  toolbox 

 
 Additional classes and methods 

 
 arcpy.da   and   arcpy.mapping 



 
 Can reach into a project file, and modify layers 

 
 Can access the currently running project 

 
 Make layers 

 
 Modify layers 

 
 Remove layers 



 
 Probably the most important functionality of arcpy 

 
 Cursors 

 
 SearchCursor - Read only 

 
 InsertCursor - Write one new record 

 
 UpdateCursor - Full access to read & write 



 

   arcpy.da.SearchCursor( FC, fields, whereClause) 

 
 Restricting your data (that’s a good thing) 

 

 Restrict your columns with the ‘fields’ parameter 
 

 Restrict your rows with the ‘whereClause’ parameter 
 

 Full access to returned rows and cell values 
 

 Field Calculator on steroids 
 



 
 All Feature classes have a shape field 

 
 arcpy has classes and methods to get spatial data 

 

 Geometry tokens for cursors   “SHAPE@XY” 
 

 Classes 
 Geometry 
 Point 
 Polyline 
 Polygon 



 
 Nearly everything in Python is an object 

 
 Strings have methods 

 
 Lists and tuples are powerful, out of the box data 

structures which ArcPy takes advantage of 
 

 Dictionaries are less used, but highly useful. 
 

 



 
class StreamTree: 

    StreamCount        = 0   

    ProblemStreamCount = 0   

 

    def __init__(self, num): 

        self.StreamNum    = num 

        self.LeftTrib     = None 

        self.RightTrib    = None 

        self.ProblemState = "None" 

        assert self.ProblemState in (“ThreeWay", "OneChild", "None“, “Leaf”) 

        StreamTree.StreamCount += 1 

 

    @staticmethod 

    def getEndPts(): 

        StreamEndPtFields = [ "streamNum", "SHAPE@" ] 

        with arcpy.da.SearchCursor(StreamTree.streamFC, StreamEndPtFields) as streamCursor: 

            for stream in streamCursor: 

                StreamTree.endPointLookup[stream[0]] = ( s[1].lastPoint.X, s[1].lastPoint.Y ) 





 
 All of the amenities of a fully developed language 

 
 Full OS access 
 csv, dbfPy 
 smtplib 
 urllib 
 math 
 NumPy, SciPy 
 Regular expressions 





 Life is Good with Pyscripter! 



 
No viable integrated debugging environment,  
      Can you say “print”? 



 Can check for several different kinds of exceptions 
 

 Compound statement 
 

 Nested exceptions 



 
 And Classes Inherit, so ... 
               you can make your own exceptions: 

 
 

Class BillsException(Exception): 

#Do some stuff in here 

 

#Main 

raise BillsException() 



 
Answers will cost you, but 
 
                               there’s a special going today. 
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